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KAPPA       night

KAPPA is an aluminum profile system made of component parts that can be used to create interior
design solutions for residential, working and commercial spaces.

For walk-in closets, the vertical posts, with minimalists design, sustain shelves, coat-hanger 
tubes, draws and cabinets with a rack system.

The telescopic small legs with very precise 
regulators, allows an exact levelling of the posts 
further, a screw grain allows for a height regulation 
of the rack, consequently of the shelves.
The posts may be fixed to the walls or to the ceilings.



The KAPPA system placed in wardrobes allows the substitution of the wooden back 
panels of 22 mm with aluminum frames. therefore, when the doors of wardrobe are 
open it looks like a walk-in closet, with no space between the compartments. 
The aluminum frames may be tailor made as they are assembled with zama joints,
with no work what so ever on the profiles leaf, folding or sliding doors are possible.

Hinges can be mounted on the interior profile with
mounting plate of 28 mm and the classical shelf 
shoulders or in alternative a rack can be placed 
on the back.  The posterior profile fits a wooden or
glass back (with seals). 
The cross profile is made  ready to screw ties 
for the eccentric fixing of the tops and the bases for the eccentric fixing of the tops and the bases 
of the wardrobes.



The small vertical posts ( 22 x 38 mm) placed against the wall sustains thanks to the rack, shelves, 
cabinets, coat-hanger tubes etc.  A plastic coextruded profile hides the presence of the rack 

Placed on the back, the same small profile can be put on the back for wardrobe with one piece
base and tops. It is sufficient to prepare both on the top and on the base a constant spaced 
out punch e.g. of 15 cm, and then compose the interior of the wardrobe at will 
alternating module of 30, 45, 60 and 90 cm.



It is possible to design libraries or self supporting sideboards of light and minimal design an 
aluminum frame substitutes the wooden shoulders creating a slim structure in which vertical
crossbars sustain shelves and containers.

KAPPA       living

The walls of the living space may be equipped with libraries and suspended mobile containers
the small profile fixed to the wall sustains shelves and removable cabinets leaving freedom of design.



Fixing KAPPA between floor and ceiling does
allow for libraries and glass shelves. 
The shelf supports are hooked to the rack hidden
behind the vertical posts.

In small bedroom it is possible to predispose a panelingamong the wall vertical profiles,
so obtaining boiserie equipped with hidden racks. 
A unique hook system makes it possible  to remove the panelling in any given moment 
to allow inspection.

KAPPA   children bedroom



With KAPPA is possible to furnish commercial spaces with different kinds of exhibitors. 
The aluminum profiles placed between floor and ceiling or between floor and wall constitutes a 
minimalist and light interior design solution. In this specific case the vertical profile can be
placed in the center of the width of the shelf.

KAPPA       shop

Aluminum frames tailor made enable the design
of self supporting exhibitors that are easy to 
relocate. It is possible to modulate equipped walls
in which the rack have wood, glass, mirror etc. 
can all be used with the small profile.
A swift relocation of the furnishing in the different 
spaces is made possible due to the easy spaces is made possible due to the easy 
disassembly system of the rack.



KAPPA      components



A5001 3000...

A5002 3000...

A5003 2500...

A5004 3000...

A5005 3000...

L= 2500  mm   A5006 2500...
L= 3000 mm    A5006 3000...L= 3000 mm    A5006 3000...

A5007 2500...

A5008 0053...

A5009 0053...

A5010 0022...

A5011 0035...
A5011GR 0035...



A5012P 0035...

A5012T 0035...

A5013 0038...

A5014 0020...

A5015 0030...

A5015T 0053

A5016 0038...

A5017 0025...

A5018 0014...

A5019 0038...

A5020 0220...



A5015T 0053

A5022 0450...

A5023 0260...

A5024 0220...

A5025 0042...

A5026 0030...

A5027 0600 ...  L = 600mm
A5027 0900...   L = 900 mm

A5028 0400...

A4036 0015...

A7072 3000...

A4030 0000...

A4027 3000 000A4027 3000 000

panel holder profile 28 mm
( in combination of A4027)

A4020 0028 000



Set: profile A fixed to the wall
total heght 2500 mm

Set composed by: upright & cross
profile A5001 + angular joint A5008
+ wall fixing joint A5009 + base
leveller A5010 + rack profile A5006

AK502A 2500...AK502A 2500...
for shelf 500 mm deep

AK502B 2500...
for shelf 350 mm deep

minimum order 20 sets

KAPPA       kit

Set: profile C fixed to the wall
total heght 2500 mm

Set composed by: upright A5003 
+ wall fixing joint A5013
+ u[pper cover  A5012
+ base leveller  A5011
+ leveller joint A5012P+ leveller joint A5012P
+ rack profile A5006
+ 2 covering plastic profile A5007

AK510 2500...

minimum order 20 sets

Set: profile A fixed to the ceiling
total heght 3000 mm

Set composed by: upright A5001 
+ ceiling fixing joint A5009
+ base leveler A5010
+ rack profile A5006

AK500 3000...AK500 3000...

minimum order 20 sets



product                     length                      finishg
A35698                       3000                         034

     
  Item #        A35698 3000 034

Finishing 

anodised amuminum  .... .... 035
white painted              .... .... 021white painted              .... .... 021
brown painted            .... .... 030
aluminum painted      .... .... 034

other finishing upon request

KAPPA       finishing
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